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1. tétel
1 Conversation
Air travel
Let’s talk about air travel.
Have you ever flown by plane?
If yes: Did you enjoy flying? Why? / Why not?
If not: Would you like to travel by plane? Why? / Why not?
Why do so many people opt for air travel today?
What are the effects of air travel on the environment?
What are some possible health hazards of travelling by plane?
Why do you think pilots are so well paid?

2 Debate
Social media creates a false image of its users.
aspects:
• showing the best of you
• reflecting users’ real life
• intentionally deceiving others
for
You can’t have an entire picture of a person’s personality.
Users only publish selected information about themselves.
Most of the users show only the sunny side of their lives.
Many times the number of friends is higher than the reality.
Some users create a false identity in order to deceive others.
against
What you can see and read is mostly true.
What you read tells a lot about the person, his/her interests, life.
Many times you already know the person who you contact through social media.
It just reflects real life, because in real life you can also hide from others what you want.
You can be deceived in real life, too.
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3 Individual long turn
These pictures show children learning in different circumstances. Compare them and say
what you think of the different chances and motivations. When you have finished talking
the examiner may ask some more questions.
You have about half a minute to think your points over.
Examiner
Which learning environment provides better conditions for the students?
Can pupils achieve the same results in both types of learning environment?
What might motivate the kids in the different circumstances?
Do the conditions determine the results?

